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Elston, Ashley 

10 Truths and a Dare 

Olivia is at risk of not graduating but tries to 
make up her P.E. requirement without 
tipping off friends and family during 
graduation week.  

 

Àbíké-Íyímídé, Faridah 

Ace of Spades 

Devon and Chiamaka are the only black 
students chosen to be Senior Prefects which 
makes them targets for an online prank that 
leads to potentially deadly consequences.  

 

Foody, Amanda and Herman, 

Christine 

All of Us Villains  
Every generation, seven families choose 
champions to compete in a high stakes 
tournament for control of the high magick, 
but a few of them want to rewrite their own 
destinies.  

 

Blake, Kendare 

All These Bodies 

A teen girl is found covered in blood, but 
otherwise unharmed, and becomes the sole 
suspect in a string of gruesome murders. 
She relates her unbelievable tale to the 
sheriff’s aspiring-journalist teenage son.  

 

Thomas, Angie 

Concrete Rose 

Maverick deals for the King Lords gang to 
make enough money to help out his mom, 
and he thinks he’s got everything under 
control until he finds out that he’s a father.  

 

 

 

Barnes, Jennifer Lynn 

The Hawthorne Legacy  
Avery seeks answers to why a virtual 
stranger unexpectedly left his entire fortune 
to her over his own family in this The 
Inheritance Games sequel. 

 

Albertalli, Becky and Silvera, Adam 

Here's to Us  

Ben and Arthur are both working toward 

their futures but keep running into each 

other and start to wonder if the universe is 

trying to tell them something. 

 

Donne, Alexa 

The Ivies 
Things turn deadly for a group of five 
ruthless prep school students when one of 
them doesn’t get into Harvard’s early 
acceptance program.  

 

Bardugo, Leigh 

Rule of Wolves 

In this sequel to King of Scars, Nikolai, Zoya, 
and Nina must learn to embrace their true 
selves in order to stave off the massive 
Fjerdan invasion and face the Darkling’s 
curious return.  

 

Solomon, Rachel Lynn 

We Can't Keep Meeting Like 

This 

A harpist who is pretty much done with 

love keeps running into a hopeless 

romantic cater-waiter as they flirt and 

fight their way through the summer 

wedding season.  

 


